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Abstract—The software engineering literature proposes many
methods, techniques and tools to ease software development,
among which design patterns. The main goal of design patterns is
to ease software development through the reuse of good practices
in software design and implementation. Design patterns pertain
to various domains, including security. In the context of security,
security patterns describe design and implementation solutions
intended to protect data from a set of possible threats or at
least to reduce the risk of their occurrences. Previous works on
security patterns defined these patterns and proposed strategies
to find occurrences of these patterns using techniques that detect
the relationships between software components. However, to the
best of our knowledge, these approaches did not describe the
behavioural aspects of the components, such as the internal
implementation of methods. Behavioural aspects are necessary to
investigate and validate the following characteristics: constraints
and scope. It is important to guide developers to the correct use
of security patterns and preventing wrong implementation and
security holes. This article proposes an approach, using Coloured
Petri Nets and a set of API already available in the Ptidej reverseengineering tool suite, to formalise and analyse the structural
and behavioural aspects of security patterns and identify their
occurrences in different kinds of software systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Design Patterns are “good” solutions to recurring design
problems. They have many characteristics and usually are
classified with their goal, complexity and behaviour during
the system’s life cycle. Gamma et al. in their seminal book
[1], categorise design patterns as structural, behavioural, and
creational. The authors also describe how these classifications
have different behaviours that could be or not useful to
solve problems during the software development. The design
patterns presented in [1] are “generic” because they do not
pertain to a particular domain of application. The literature
describes also patterns specific to a set of particular domains,
including security patterns [2] and antipatterns [3].
In particular, security patterns have been introduced by
Joseph Yoder and Jeffrey Barcalo [4] and they have been
studied by several authors [5], [6]. Similar to design patterns,
each security pattern prescribes a structure and–or a behaviour
to avoid security problems. Typical security patterns include:
• Single Access Point: This pattern provides a ”single front
door” of a system. It proposes to be the only possible
way to access internal system resources from outside. In
other words, external entities must not access the system

directly. This pattern is the link between the system and
its customers.
• Roles: This pattern delegates different levels of access to
the system. Each level restricts the access to system’s
resources. The users are allowed to access only the
resources that they are supposed to get.
Yoder and Barcalow [4] present a classification of these
patterns based on their security properties, the threats that they
alleviate, their constraints on the structure and behaviour of
software components. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no previous work investigates if the behaviour of security
patters on a running system is correct, as expected from the
definitions of the patterns.
Consequently, we propose, through the example of a fictional security pattern, a way to formalise it, verify if its
behaviour, previously defined during the example elaboration,
is correctly applied in a system and investigate if its implementation is correct. We use UML class diagrams, to exemplify
the pattern’s structure and formal methods to express its
behaviour and the temporal relationships. Formal methods
were originally proposed to be used in our approach due
their properties to use mathematical concepts to guarantee the
formalization during the current state and possible future states
of a system. On our scope, formal methods might guarantee
the expected behaviour from the security patterns during the
life cycle of a system. With these information (i.e., structure
from UML diagram and behaviour from formal methods), it
is possible to verify if these patterns are used correctly in
different systems.
Formal methods are a set of tools and techniques to describe
formally systems or sub-systems, components or properties of
a system. The OCL, object constraint language, is a language
to formalise constraints on internal entities of a system. Other
authors [7], [8] proposed extension of the original OCL:
TOCL or EOCL. These approaches expand the original OCL
and add some characteristics, such that temporal aspects in
TOCL [8] and help to minimize or eliminate ambiguous
modelling aspects. However, other formal languages exist to
specify a system and guarantee that it does not enter an inconsistent state during its operation. Among these techniques,
we suggest the use of the Petri nets, due their capacity to
provide an abstract view of the resources of a system and
their mathematical properties. The Petri nets also have a set

of tools to simulate how the system would work and prevent
inconsistent states.
Petri net is a modelling technique that serves to detail the
possible states of a system. It also provides a simulation to
observe what happens with tokens and transitions and other
petri net entities. Petri nets were proposed by Petri [9]. They
are useful in areas where the behaviour must to be strictly
formalized (for example, real time systems, distributed systems
or concurrent systems).
A Petri net also provides a particular set of entities: tokens,
places, arcs and transitions that might provide a visual description to verify the changes on the internal resources of a
system.
Jensen [10] introduced Coloured Petri Nets to increase the
original abstractive representation of Petri nets using different
kind of tokens, guard conditions and other factors that might be
helpful to describe interesting problems with more abstraction
than its original concepts. We choose Coloured Petri nets
for their capacity of simulation and the graphic form to
see the behaviour of the modelled systems. An example of
Coloured Petri nets is depicted Figure 1. This example shows
a Coloured Petri net model of the classic algorithm: the Dining
philosophers.
II. S TATE OF A RT
Security Patterns have been the subject of many works.
The first authors to describe security patterns are Yoder and
Barcalow in [4], in which they proposed the use of security
patterns as recurrent solution to security problems. Authors
of [5] and [6] classified security patterns according to the
requirements that they fulfill, the kinds of threats against
which they must be effective, etc. Based on their classification,
in [11], the authors proposed a tool to check whether an
example of the Single Access Point pattern is correctly applied
in software systems. However, the authors did not describe
the method used to investigate the behavioural aspect of the
pattern. In the same work, the authors also compared between
a previous modelled pattern and a set of structures from an
example software and tried to detect occurrence in it. They
also analysed how accurate are the detected occurrences found
inside the example software based on all entities and associations found on the pattern detection. Authors of [12] presented
a study where they investigate if security patterns could be
detected by reverse-engineering techniques. The propose of
the study was a literature review about the use of reverse
engineering to patterns detection. The authors conclude that
security patterns are quite different from the design patterns
described by Gamma et al. and that the techniques used to
detect the two families of patterns are also different.
III. F ORMALISING S ECURITY PATTERNS
This work in progress has the main goal to propose an
approach and consequently, a tool, to describe formally the
security patterns originally proposed by [4] and verify if these
patterns are correctly implemented in a software. The expected
contributions of this work includes:

Fig. 1. Illustration of a Coloured Petri Net in CPN-TOOLS [13]

Formalization of security patterns. It might be useful to
promote security requirements during software development.
• Application of Petri net could be used to express the
behaviour of a security pattern. Petri nets also might
provide an easy way to manage the resources and the
states of a system due its graphic representation of
entities.
The process we adopt consists of investigating the occurrences of a security pattern in a software. The approach
consists in performing two types of analysis on the same
system:
• Structural analysis;
• Behavioural analysis.
•

A. Structural Analysis
The first step consists a generating a model from the chosen
security pattern. This model will be “compared” to the model
generated from the system. In this paper, we choose the PADL
meta-model from the Ptidej reverse-engineering tool suite to
model security patterns and the reflection Java API [14] to collect structural information about the statements of the methods
declared in the system. Other choices are possible (including
other meta-models or dynamic analyses) and will be explored
in future work. The information gathered using reflection will
be considered as the structural model of the source code. After
these steps, the comparison is realised between each model
as in Figure 2. We seek a similar structure from the model
of the system that can be similar to the pattern model. We
plan to explore different matching techniques, in particular the
use of error-tolerant graph matching, as in our previous work
[15]. Then, the result of the comparison is the most similar
structure with the pattern model. The analysis should compare
all the structure (classes and their associations) from the PADL

Fig. 2. Illustration showing the comparison on the Structural analysis

Fig. 4. Illustration showing the comparison on the Behavioural analysis

C. Proposed tool

Fig. 3. Illustration showing the Structural analysis

model. After the structural analysis, the structure acquired will
be used to provide information about its methods to the next
step. The summary of the this step is showed in Figure 3
B. Behavioural Analysis
In this step, the approach focuses on the behavioural information about the pattern. This information is formalised by a
Petri net. In this Petri net, the entities (tokens, transitions, and
so on) describe the information about the behaviour and access
of the resources of the pattern. The data from the behaviour of
the system is gathered in a model. After the structural analysis,
the data from the entities that is not contained in the result of
the structural analysis will be discarded. Each entity from the
Petri net keeps the information about the behaviour of the
system. For example the token (type/color) describes a kind
of association. It could be used to express the data type of the
entity or resource that is necessary to investigate the behaviour.
The transitions and arcs have boolean expressions that could
be assumed to express the behaviour from the entities from
the pattern before and after the execution of a procedure. The
token that goes from an executed Transition to another Place
is assumed to represent a resource or variable value inside the
system. This information might be used to do a comparison
between the internal behaviour of the system with the Petri net
model. After the comparison between the models the result is a
measure of the closeness of the Petri net from the information
found in the Java system.
Thus, the approach will inform how close the pattern models
are to the system. The summary of the this step is showed in
Figure 4

The tool under development is implemented in Java programming language and is divided into two modules to observe
the structural and behavioural aspect of some security pattern.
The first module uses a model developed using the PADL API.
PADL is a tool provided by the Ptidej team that reproduces
a model of a pattern using its structure to define it using
resources with reflection API. The comparison is only to verify
the structure (classes and their associations). It is just an
approach to seek similarity between the diagram of system and
the model proposed and find probable candidates to investigate
the internal behaviour. The second one is a module that
extracts the behavioural aspects of the software. For example,
some constraint of some entity of software and compare it
with the constraints previously written by a formal modelling
approach. In this module, the tool uses the analysis of coloured
Petri nets. These Petri nets are implemented using CPNTOOLS [13]. The result of modelling using this tool is a
XML file with all the properties of this Petri net. Basically
a file ended by .cpn. The data extraction of theses Petri nets
was done by the framework JDOM.
IV. C ASE S TUDY
We now present a case study of applying our approach to
model structure and behaviour that is at the heart of several
security patterns found in [6]. The following patterns: Check
Point and Roles have a particular association inside their
structure. They have an entity called by Security Policy that
works like a connector and it can use a constraint to control
the quantity of instances of Roles, or to control the parameters
that the Role will receive or another. So the example could
be considered a sub–set of a pattern but that is not directly
considered a security pattern: the Sender–Receiver design.
This example shows the sending of a parameter betweens their
entities. The two instances must communicate with each one
to transfer the data in a one given path.
We use the the Sender–Receiver to exemplify our approach
and validate the idea. Future work includes formalising and
validating complete security patterns to assess if they are
correctly implemented in real software systems.
In this example, two entities exist called: Sender and Receiver. The Sender is an entity that call the Receiver to send

Fig. 5. Coloured Petri Net of model Sender / Receiver

Fig. 6. Class Diagram of Sender / Receiver

a string using the method toSend(String parameter).
The Receiver is an entity that receives the message and keep it
during all system life-cycle. These entities are represented in
the UML diagram and Petri net model in Figure 5 and 6. We
impose a single constrain on the message between the Sender
and Receiver: the size of the message cannot be longer than
10.
We now present an example of the use of the tool with the
Sender–Receiver. The following text explains all the steps to
analyse the information contained on this pattern and compare
with the external software.
A. Step 1 – Static Analysis
In this step, the tool compares the objects of the software
under analysis with the model of the Sender–Receiver design
created using the PADL meta-model. For this case study, we
created a single association between the two classes named
Sender and Receiver. The result is a PADL class with all
implementation describing the components (methods attributes
and association between these two entities).
After implementing the model in the first stage. A reference
of the object of the previous implemented PADL class is
needed to be analysed by the method designAnalysisOfEntity
in the implemented tool. This method has 3 parameters, the
following PADL model, an reference for the object that is
assumed to implement a fictional situation of the Sender–
Receiver design and the name of the entity that will be used to
do it. We are assuming now at this moment that it is necessary
to inform the software each class that is supposed to implement
the pattern.
The information from the reference of the external object is captured and extracted from it using the Reflection

API provided by Java. In this paper, our use of the Java
API provides the relevant information about a target class,
its attributes, and its methods parameters, and the method
statements. The information provided by this API is used to
compare with the information in the PADL model, as said
before. The information from inside of the methods of the
entities is not obtained in this stage due properties of the Java
Reflection API. After the comparison, is generated a measure
to show how close is the original object model comparing
with the PADL Model. Each class is used and its variables,
methods signatures and parameters is compared. After that the
difference between the two entities might be viewed and show
how close is each one to other.
In summary, in its first step, the tool compares the structural
part of the given model of of the pattern implemented by
Java language and the PADL. The use of reflection Java API
is necessary to extract the data from static class files. After
all the comparison, the tool reports the classes in the system
potentially playing the roles of Sender and Received. We could
then use the typical measure from information retrieval, such
as precision and recall, to assess how accurate is the static
analysis. After the structural analysis the tool goes to its next
step, where the data is extracted from an existing Petri net
and try to extract the constraints and verify if these same
constraints appear inside of the file of the model structure.
B. Step 2 – Behavioural Analysis
In this step, the tool takes as input the Petri net model of
the Sender–Received design to extract information from the
Petri net.
To start the analysis, it is necessary to extract the data from
the Petri net. Each transition is considered a method call from
the previous place that is connected with it. Transitions have
guard inscriptions: Boolean conditions that enable or disable
the transition before it happens. They also have the Conditional
arc inscriptions. Arc inscription is, basically, a group of one or
more functions that could be considered close of OCL postcondition: in other words, a condition that is checked during
the transition with conditional structure.
The method that is called to do the second analysis is called
behavioralAnalysis. It has three parameters. The first is a path
to the source file of the External entity. It is necessary to get
information inside the methods of some class. The Reflection
API provided by Java does not give this information. The
second parameter is a reference of this same entity. The
last one works like a parameter of the first module to send
the name of the method to be analysed and compared with
the formal model. After that the information from the Petri
Net file is extracted and disposed by a Java Structure to
represent the components of a Petri Net. Arc, Color, PetriNet,
Place, Token, and Transition are a group of representative
classes that is possible to obtain all the information provided
of the petri net source file. The information contained of
the transition sendMessage is captured and stored in an
Expression list. The same is done with the .java file. The
behaviour inside the method sendMessage from the Sender

class is obtained and keep in a list of Expressions. In this
context is necessary to explain two structures that will be
used to analyse the behavioural aspect. Expressions: might
be looked like condition or attribution of a variable during the
execution of a following hypothetical method. Variable: is used
to keep all the variables of the pattern class and compare if the
petri net model express some constraints or rules using these
same entities. The variables will be stored and compared with
the colors of the place of the petri net during the analysis.
The same procedure is necessary to execute with the petri
net model in the .cpn file. The expression condition on this
case has 1 element (the condition on the Arc between the
transition and the Receiver place); other elements could be
added, for example if the token value changes during the
transition. It’s considered an attribution expression. After this
step, the two lists of expressions and variables are compared
each one and the result is a simple list of differences between
them. During this comparison, the petri net color of each token
is comparable with the variables of the software. If they have
the same type, the comparison is considered positive. The same
procedure is realised with the Expression list.
In summary, in this step, on the one hand, the tool obtains
data on the transitions and associates it with the places from
the Petri net describing a security pattern. On the other hand,
the tool uses a Java extractor to obtain data on the statements
in the methods of a system. We cannot use reflection in Java
due to its practical limitations in this programming language
but conceptually, it is the same. Then, we define a measure
d ∈ [0, 1] that describes how close are the data expected from
the Petri nets and that found in the system methods. Our
computation of d is currently naive and we will improve it in
future work. Essentially if inside the transition of a Petri net,
we have only a simple guard condition and inside the analysed
method, we have a Boolean expression inside a conditional
structure (if or switch) plus an attribution that is located after
of if’s scope, then we compare each Boolean expression found
in the method with the guard condition found in the Petri
net’s transition. For each Boolean expression matching a guard
condition, we set the value of d closer to 1 wrt. the total
number of expected guard conditions from the Petri net. After
the comparison between each expression, the tool will look for
attributions inside the method. For example: if the variable a
before the method execution changes its value to a+1 after the
method execution, then we expect to see the same change in
the corresponding token in the Petri net. If the token changes
its value to a+1, then we assume that the token has the same
attribution. Again, with each matching attributions, we set
the value of d closer to 1 wrt. the total number of expected
attributions from the Petri net. After gathering this information
and computing d, the tool reports whether or not the pattern
is correctly implemented or not.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The proposed tool needs to evolve yet. It expected on the
following moment that it should to do a complete scan of a
Security Pattern. It will be helpful to expand the case study.

Thus, the next step is to implement this same procedure but
with the Single Access Point or others most usual patterns,
for example Roles or Session, and compare with an external
system that try to implement these patterns. It’s also necessary
to expand it in a second moment of this work to try to validate
it on systems that need it. Other approaches should try to
include different type of formal methods as EOCL, OCL or
others techniques and methods might be used only to compare
the results with the Petri Net model.
A brief consideration: For different criteria, sometimes the
implementation of some patterns could be different in a
language A from a language B. A clearly example is a pattern
implemented using Lua [16] programming language or other
script language. These languages might has different structures
to implement the same patterns. Lua [16] uses tables structure
instead object oriented programming. So the comparison might
produce difference results on a future version of the this tool.
Other topics of interest for future work include:
•
•
•
•

Generate a validate version of the tool;
Compare with more research works;
Verify patterns using different languages.
Realise a simulation from the pattern found to see if the
analysed behaviour is in the patterns scope.
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